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INTRODUCTION

1-megawatt hour (MWh) storage capacity. The first
technology is the UltraBattery, which is a valve-regulated
lead-acid (VRLA) battery exhibiting ultra-capacitor
features for rapid discharge applications. The second is
the Advanced Carbon Battery, which is a VRLA battery
exhibiting significantly longer cycle life than standard
VRLA technology. The combination of these two battery
technologies enables long-life VRLA batteries to be
deployed with solar PV power plants to both smooth
power generation that is interrupted by variable clouds,
and shift power generation to times of high power
demand. A power system one-line of the bulk electric
system (BES) in combination with the 500-kW solar PV
power plant is shown in Figure 1.

At the Public Service Company of New Mexico
(PNM), in collaboration with other partners (Electric
Power Research Institute [EPRI], University of New
Mexico [UNM], East Penn Manufacturing Inc. [EPM],
Sandia National Laboratories, and Northern New Mexico
College), a demonstration project is under way that will
couple an advanced lead acid battery with the output of a
500-kW photovoltaic (PV) installation. The main
objectives of this demonstration project are two-fold:
(1) demonstration of power peak shifting from the typical
mid-day peak by planned (“slow”) action from the
battery, and (2) simultaneous smoothing of the PV plant
output by fast-response counteraction from the battery.
The system has been rigorously modeled (using
GridLAB-D™ software) in order to derive the optimal
load shifting and smoothing algorithms that lead to the
optimal Levelized Energy Cost (LCOE) as well as
optimal lifetime of the battery. Once installed, the system
will be tested in various configurations to validate or
correct predicted models starting from 2011 Q4.

MODELING AND RESULTS
GridLAB-D™, developed by Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory (PNNL) for the Department of
Energy (DOE), was identified as a software platform
used for modeling of our system. GridLAB-D is an opensource agent-based power distribution system simulation
and analysis tool designed specifically for analyzing
smart grids with decentralized control. GridLAB-D™
can also be integrated with a variety of third-party data
management and analysis tools. Additional conversion
software for exporting utility’s infrastructure (from
databases such as ARC-GIS) had to be developed by
UNM. Additionally, special care was taken to develop the
battery model because any large-scale battery is not a
standard battery module included in the software.

System Description

The system is located at New Mexico’s Mesa del
Sol, a sustainable master-planned community that will
contain different types of distributed energy resources
such as PV, fuel-cell, co-generation, and the EPM
shifting/smoothing storage system, which is the subject
of this paper. The residential part of Mesa del Sol is also
a state-of-the-art smart grid community. Houses will be
equipped with smart meters and a significant percentage
of them will have PV generation. Additional provisions
will be taken with the expectation of significant
percentage of electric vehicle ownership.

Two distinct cases for optimization were evaluated:
when charging at night is allowed (“any” electrons) or
when charging is restricted to charging from the local PV
source only (“green” or “renewable” electrons only).
Although charging from the “renewable” electrons is one
of the goals, it is intuitive that charging at night from

The EPM system combines two technologies
to provide 0.5-megawatt (MW) smoothing capacity and
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CONCLUSIONS

“any” electron mix is a cheaper solution at the current
state of utilities. Figure 2 shows an example of load
shifting for these two cases. Since charging only from a
PV source is allowed for the “green” electrons, no
additional load is experienced for charging the battery
during the off-peak hours.

We present results of modeling of various scenarios
of advanced lead-acid battery with the output of a 500kW PV installation. For each scenario, a number of
benefits is evaluated and compared, taking into account
battery cost and finite lifetime. We present a detailed
description of modeling and results of the LCOE analysis.

Several scenarios with different parameters to be
optimized have been considered. Of primary importance
are reduction of the peak load on the feeder during
Albuquerque peak load time, and evaluation of costefficiency of the battery for load shifting application. A
number of criteria were used to estimate cost-efficiency.
One of the ways to quantify cost-efficiency is to
normalize the cost savings to the capacity of a feeder [1].
Figure 3 shows two plots representing results of such
comparison for summer and winter seasons for the
“green” electrons case. Peak shifting proved to be
approximately twice more cost-effective in summer
months than in winter.
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Fig. 1. One-line diagram of the solar PV power plant integrated with the BES.
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Fig. 2. Two cases of load shifting, when charging from the grid (or “any” electrons) is allowed (a),
or when charging from only PV (“green” electrons) is allowed (b).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Comparison of avoided cost normalized by the peak capacity reduction per hour for the case of “green”
electrons for summer (a) and winter (b) for different shift durations and start times.
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